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In reality, Stanley was screaming while looking at the computer screen,
“Manager, please add more credit for computer no. 23 and send me another
bottle of Coke.”

This Sirius character doesn’t look like someone who is easy to deal with. I need
to give this a further thought and plan this battle thoroughly.

Sophia also took the chance to speak, “By the way, please add 10-dollar credits
to computer no. 24.”

Stanley controlled his game character to walk toward the Battle Arena, but he
somehow felt uncomfortable using the computer today, especially the keyboard,
so he quickly typed in the words, ‘Please wait for a while. I need to change my
computer. I’ll be back after a few minutes.’

Sirius233 replied to him, ‘Fine.’

Then, Stanley exited the game and said to Sophia, “Sophia, I’m going to battle
someone soon, so I’m switching to the gaming area. You don’t need to inform me
if you want to leave. I will fight till the end tonight.”

Sophia was looking at the computer screen absent-mindedly. “Alright.”

After he was gone, Sophia stared at the computer screen as she tried to find that
familiar ID among the spectating crowd.



Inside the game, if one character died, it would regenerate into a new character
after ten minutes.

Call Me Taylor should have regenerated by now… Will she be back?

Meanwhile, Stanley hurriedly switched to the gaming area. The computers in the
gaming area were specially designed for gaming. The keyboards used were
specialized black-switch keyboards, and the display was smoother, which made it
even more suitable for gaming.

The gaming area was only used for gaming. 8 out of the 10 people playing there
were playing the ‘Swordsman Game’, and 6 of them were connected to the
Bayside Server, which showed how small the world was. When Stanley hurriedly
logged into the game, the person beside him recognized him immediately.

“Oh, my God! It’s Snow Fox! It really is Snow Fox! My God! It’s Snow Fox.
Everyone, come check this out!”

The internet cafe was located right at the gates of Bayside University, and it had
the best equipment, so lots of students from the university would choose to play
their games here. Coincidentally, today was the day the Esports Club of Bayside
University came here in a group to play games, but they didn’t expect to be
completely destroyed by Sirius in one move while spectating using combat mode.
After seeing Snow Fox now, they immediately circled around to watch with
excitement.

“It really is Snow Fox! Wow! It turns out that the legend is just a young man!
Looks like he is a student of Bayside University. He is even a top student!”

“Oh, my God! Isn’t that Stanley? He is a freshman in the game design
department of the School of Computer Science!”

“Good luck, Stanley. Kill that monster, Sirius!”



The moment everyone heard that Snow Fox was in the internet cafe, all the
people who were playing ‘Swordsman Game’ immediately circled around Stanley
to watch. In an instant, the whole internet cafe was buzzing.

However, in another room, Sophia didn’t seem to notice everything happening
around her because she was wearing her headphones with maximum volume.
When Snow Fox was switching his computer, she was looking around for Call Me
Taylor.

Suddenly, she saw a familiar ID sending a friend request to her.

Call Me Taylor: ‘Hubby, I’ve regenerated!”

Sirius was excited as she exited the empty Battle Arena and walked toward the
crowd.

When the monster, Sirius, arrived, the onlooking crowd was so scared that they
cleared out a path for her automatically. On the other end of the path stood a new
character with no gears, weapons or experience. She was a female monk with
the ID—Call Me Taylor.

Sirius: ‘Taylor!’

Call Me Taylor: ‘Hubby.’

Without hesitation, Sirius added her to her friend list, and at the same time, she
realized that Taylor had sent a request to her, asking to be her wife.

However, Sirius was hesitant. ‘Taylor, everyone now calls me a monster. Are you
still willing to be with a man like me?’

Taylor looked at her affectionately as she was crazy about her. “Hubby, I believe
that that isn’t the real you. No matter what you become, I will never leave you.”



‘Taylor…’

‘Hubby…’

The surrounding crowd irked. ‘Urgh! Now is not the time to be lovey-dovey. Fight!’

Siris was moved in her heart, and suddenly, she said to the crowd of onlookers
and Snow Fox, who just came online, hurriedly, ‘Everyone, please wait for a
minute. I need to propose to my beloved wife, Taylor, again!’

In reality, a group of people was ridiculing her.

“What the hell? Who is this Sirius?”

“This is so disgusting. This is not the time for romantic matters!”

“How can he torture us singletons like that? Snow Fox, we need justice!”

Stanley was rendered speechless by that group of people, but he actually wanted
to see who Sirius was by tracing the network cable.

Under the scrutiny of the crowd, Sirius and Call Me Taylor officially became a
couple, and they began their marriage ceremony in front of the other swordsmen.

In this wedding, there were no wedding gown, grand ceremony, blessings, or
even a wedding hall. Only the criticisms and scorns of the crowd could be heard.

However, a group of female players felt that they would die without any regret if
they got to marry a man like Sirius.

As soon as the marriage was done, Sirius vowed in the name of God, “I,
Sirius233, swear to be together with Call Me Taylor for the rest of my life. If I ever
break my oath for her, let me be struck by lightning!”



Call Me Taylor seemed to be very happy as she kept on typing emojis.

After it was done, Sirius233 flew onto the Battle Arena with full energy and life
points. She then said to Snow Fox face to face, ‘Let’s do this! Today, either you
die or I die!’

Without saying anything else, the two master players started their battle.

In the room, Sophia brought out her fastest speed with her hands while focusing
her full attention on the computer screen. The series of moves on the screen
correlated with the crackling sound of the keyboard.

At the same time, Snow Fox was also very skilled himself. Stanley’s godlike skills
drew the admiration of the other onlookers.

“He really is a godly character. He is so awesome!”

“Come on, Snow Fox!”

“Oh, my! Look at these incredible skills. I’m already on my knees!”

“Wow! Sirius’ skills are also amazing! Come on, Snow Fox!”

In the midst of chaos, the two godly characters were evenly matched. After half
an hour, the first round ended, and Sirius won by a small margin!

In the internet cafe, a group of people was massaging Stanley and serving him
drinks while some girls even became his personal cheerleading squad. Everyone
in the cafe who played the ‘Swordsman Game’ was now watching this epic fight
that represented the peak level of the players of the game. The moment the boss
of the internet cafe knew that Snow Fox was present in his store, he immediately
projected his computer screen on the huge screen in the cafe lobby. He initially
planned to have a competition between the players, but now, they got to watch
the match between Snow Fox and Sirius!



The second round started, and it was still difficult to distinguish who the victor
was. Both Sirius and Snow Fox were highly skilled, so the audience kept on
cheering excitedly.

Even though Sirius was a f*ckboy and a monster, her skills were truly amazing.

In the second round, Snow Fox won by a small margin.

It was a draw!

Both of them settled with a truce for the moment.

Sophia chewed a gum to calm herself down. This was the first time she ever
fought in a match like this, so it was natural for her to feel nervous.

There was one last match left, and Stanley was unavoidably nervous because
lots of people were watching the match online and offline. He hurriedly drank a
mouthful of Sprite and prepared himself for the third match.


